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Brownsville, TN has 390ft (119m) altitude. Country: U.S. - United States State: TN - Tennessee County FIPS: 47075 County: CountyFIPS: 47075 - Haywood County City Name: BROWNSVILLE What does 'City Name' mean? The average year of construction for houses in Brownsville is 1977. 38012 Zip Code is part of the 731 area code. Canadian Postal Code Database Get all Canadian Postal Codes and their information in one easy to use database. Canadian Postal Code Database Get all Canadian Postal Codes and their information in one easy to use database. Each Brownsville Tennessee zip code has a center Longitude / Latitude point (the Brownsville center is -89.251197814941 / 35.59349822998). 38012. On this site you will find information on all USA Zip codes and many tools to calculate distance between zip codes, shipping costs, zip codes radiuses etc. The number of people in their late 20s to early 40s is extremely large while the … Lookup area code information for BROWNSVILLE, TN. Brownsville Memorial Gardens. High / Low TN Cities by Females Employed. Haywood County, TN - Standard ZIP Codes. Portions of zip code 38012 are contained within or border the city limits of Brownsville, TN, . Back To Top Brownsville apartments by zip code. This Home! Brownsville is a city in Haywood County, Tennessee, United States. The city is named after Jacob Jennings Brown, an officer who served during The War of 1812. The people living in ZIP code 38012 are primarily black or African American. 38012 can be classified socioeconically as a Lower Middle Class class zipcode in comparison to other zipcodes in Tennessee. Apartments For Rent in the 38012 ZIP Code of Brownsville, TN - See official floorplans, pictures, prices and details for available Brownsville apartments in 38012 at ApartmentHomeLiving.com. Community Events: Check back for upcoming community events! For Season Recreational Or Occasional Use. 30094 Marydale Road San Benito, TX - 78586 (956) 399-3826 Shelter Location: 17.31 miles from Brownsville Email Website La Posada Providencia is Open 24 Hours Provides shelter, food, training, transportation and mentoring to immigrants who are in the process of gaining legal asylum or … Brownsville, TN has 390ft (119m) altitude. The elevation of Dancyville is 400 feet. Zip Code 38012 Foreclosed Homes, TN. Brownsville is part of the Central Standard Time. What Time Zone is Brownsville, Texas. It is also slightly higher than average compared to nearby ZIP codes. So you are less likely to find inexpensive homes in 38012. For more information, see Brownsville, TN household income. Sign In; Homes on Oaks Dr in 38012. Estimated zip code population in 2017: 14,044. Zip code 38012 is within area code 731 and area code 901. Nach der Volkszählung im Jahr 2000 lebten hier 10.748 Menschen in 4.105 Haushalten und 2.865 Familien. The city for 38012 is usually the name of the main post office. Zip Code: 38012: Accommodations: Brownsville Hotels: Hot Rankings. How to find a Zip Code. Covington TN … The rent for 3+ bedrooms is normally $500-$749/month including utilities. 38012 Zip Code (Brownsville, TN) Detailed Profile. Please make sure you have panned and zoomed to the area that you
 ZIP+4 ZIP Code Database Covering every address in the U.S., get the +4 information you need. Brownsville is a city located in Cameron county in the state of Texas. ZIP Code Database Get all US ZIP Codes and their information in one easy to use database. 													would like to have printed using the map on the page. What Time Zone is Brownsville, Tennessee. List of Zipcodes in Brownsville, Tennessee; ZIP Code: ZIP Code Name: Population Nearby Stores: 1. The predominance of single detached homes in the housing stock of this city is an important part of its character. There are 4 different elementary schools and high schools with mailing addresses in ZIP code 38012. 38012 can be classified socioeconically as a Lower Middle Class class zipcode in comparison to other zipcodes in Tennessee. Portions of zip code 38012 are contained within or border the city limits of Brownsville, TN, . Rentals in 38012 are most commonly 3+ bedrooms. You can also enlarge the map to see the boundaries of US zip codes. Search by Map. La Posada Providencia 30094 Marydale Road San Benito, TX - 78586 (956) 399-3826 Shelter Location: 17.31 miles from Brownsville View photos, floor plans, amenities, and more. Routes 70 and 79 form a bypass around the southern and eastern sides of the city. ZIP Code 38012 is in the Haywood County School District. Brownsville is a city located in Haywood county in the state of Tennessee. Apartment unit for rent. 													to print your map. 38012 Find homes on Oaks Dr in 38012. Brownsville (zip 38012) averages 4 inches of snow per year. See 4 apartments for rent in the 38012 zip code in Brownsville, TN with Apartment Finder - The Nation's Trusted Source for Apartment Renters. See the specific ZIP Code for acceptable Alternate City Names and spelling variations. 													the area that you are interested in, select from the options below
 ZIP Code 38012 for Brownsville TN, area code, information on county, other general info and maps. United States Other Codes. Just click on the location you desire for a postal code/address for your mails destination. Explore 38012 zip code map, demographic, social and economic profile. The population is racially diverse, and about evenly divided between singles and married couples. 3 beds. It is the county seat of Haywood County. Zillow has 59 homes for sale in 38012. Brownsville has 1 zip code and 1 area code which we have listed below. Dr. Goolsby is affiliated with Jackson-Madison County General Hospital. Brownsville Tennessee Zip Codes for 2020 2019, Brownsville Tennessee Zipcodes for 2020 2019, Brownsville Tennessee Zip Codes for 2019, Brownsville Tennessee Zip Codes for 2020 As with most parts of the country, vehicles are the most common form of transportation to places of employment. In the 38012 zip code, there are 4 comfortable months with high temperatures in the range of 70-85°. Search by Map. List of Zipcodes in Brownsville, Tennessee; ZIP Code: ZIP Code Name: Population According to our research of Tennessee and other state lists, there were 52 registered sex offenders living in zip code 38012 (Brownsville, TN) as of November 26, 2020. $650. The city is named after Jacob Jennings Brown, an officer who served during The War of 1812. Brownsville is a city located in Haywood county in the state of Tennessee. United States Other Codes. Search. 3. 3d ago. City: Brownsville, TN (3.77%) County: Haywood County, TN. Nearby Zip Codes. 38006 | 38012 | 38037 | 38063 | 38068 | 38069 | 38075. Stanton. Elevation: 390ft (119m) County: Haywood. The official US Postal Service name for 38012 is BROWNSVILLE, Tennessee. Box: Cameron: 0: 956: ZIP Code 78523: P.O. 38012 Zip Code is spread between the coordinates of +35.633418 Latitude and -089.276381 Longitude. Using any city in the list of unacceptable cities may result in unforseen delays. Brownsville (zip 38012), Tennessee gets 54 inches of rain, on average, per year. Zip code: 38012. The properties are located at Hickory Trail Condos, … MAP. ZIP code 38012 has a small percentage of vacancies. Brownsville, TN 38012. Zip code population in 2000: 15,134. Brownsville, TN Directions {{::location.tagLine.value.text}} Sponsored Topics. The current time in Brownsville is 12:32:30 AM Prices for rental property include ZIP code 38012 apartments, townhouses, and homes that are primary residences. ZIP Code: Type: County: Population: Area Code(s) ZIP Code 78520: Standard: Cameron: 59,408: 956: ZIP Code 78521: Standard: Cameron: 93,818: 956: ZIP Code 78522: P.O. 20 Oaks Dr, Brownsville, TN 38012 70 Oaks Dr, Brownsville, TN 38012 83 Oaks Dr, Brownsville, TN 38012 Dancyville (GNIS FID: 1282015) is a populated place located within the Commissioner District 8, a minor civil division (MCD) of Haywood County.. Brownsville, TN 38012. Brownsville is a city of Haywood, Tennessee in the Mid South region of the USA. 588 ... Brownsville, TN 38012 38012. Brownsville (zip 38012)'s population is 13,841 people. Zip code 38012 is within area code 731 and area code 901. The list below includes the cities that the US Post Office accepts for ZIP code 38012. Since 2010, it has had a population decline of 5.0%. Demografische Daten. Telephone area code (s) of Brownsville, TN is 731. Area code (s): 731. 489 Penny Ln. This is a package deal of 25 Units currently at 100% occupancy rate. The number of people in their late 20s to early 40s is extremely large while the number of middle aged adults is extremely large. See reviews, photos, directions, phone numbers and more for the best Title Companies in Brownsville, TN. BROWNSVILLE TN Tennessee zip codes, maps, area codes, county, population, household income, house value,38012 Zip Code - The median household income of $33,525 is  compared to the rest of the country. ZIP+4 ZIP Code Database Covering every address in the U.S., get the +4 information you need. Postcode area of Brownsville, TN is 38012. Henderson Henry Hickman Houston Humphreys Jackson Jefferson Johnson. INVESTMENT RENTALS! Brownsville. In most parts of the country, the majority of commuters get to work in under half an hour. Area code (s): 731. Brownsville is a city of Haywood, Tennessee in the Mid South region of the USA. According to our research of Tennessee and other state lists, there were 52 registered sex offenders living in zip code 38012 (Brownsville, TN) as of November 26, 2020. Estimated median household income in 2017: $34,459 (it was $27,276 in 2000) Brownsville: $34,459: TN: $51,340: Estimated per capita income in 2017: $23,420 (it was $15,217 in 2000) Brownsville city income, earnings, and wages data Estimated median house or condo value in 2017: $114,832 (it was $67,800 in 2000) Brownsville: $114,832: TN: $167,500: Median gross rent in … Zip codes: 38012. Note: Every ZIP Code has a single ACTUAL City Name assigned by the US Postal Service (USPS). Zip Code 38012 Foreclosed Homes, TN Brownsville 38012 Bank Foreclosures for Sale Search Results Search through our listings of Brownsville 38012 foreclosures for sale. The preferred city may not be the city in which the ZIP is located. Brownsville. Below is a list of Brownsville TN zip codes.For your research we have also included Brownsville Area Code, Time Zone, UTC and the local Haywood County FIPS Code. The ratio of all residents to sex offenders in zip code 38012 is 273 to 1.. Crime in Brownsville detailed stats: murders, rapes, robberies, assaults, burglaries, thefts, arson Always when you mail a package or a letter, be attentive to mention the preferred or acceptable cities. Zip Code 38012 is located in Brownsville, Haywood county in the state of Tennessee. BROWNSVILLE Zip Code (TN) The Zipcode for Brownsville is . What are the most popular housing types in Brownsville, TN? Zip code 38012 is located in Brownsville, Tennessee. Population: 10292. Dancyville appears on the Dancyville U.S. Geological Survey Map. Weather in Zip 38012 (Brownsville, TN) The most pleasant months of the year for the 38012 zip code are May, September and October. Apartments in the 38012 ZIP Code of Brownsville, TN (16 Rentals) ZIP-Codes.com Products. Looking at 38012 real estate data, the median home value of $92,300 is slightly less than average compared to the rest of the country. What Time Zone is Brownsville, Tennessee.  Commuters in 38012 for your mails destination of transportation to places of employment the official US Postal Service for. To the small number of families an officer who served during the War of 1812 in under half an.. Deal of 25 Units currently at 100 % occupancy rate brownsville, tn zip code the preferred city not! And zoomed to the rest of the `` great places '' to save | 38063 | |. A large land area compared to the rest of the main Post office accepts zip... ) zip code 38012 are contained within or border the city limits of Brownsville foreclosures. To Own Get to work in under half an hour is part of main!, phone numbers and more 38012: Accommodations: Brownsville, TN a center Longitude / point.: 390ft ( 119m ) County: Haywood County, Tennessee zip code 38012 contained! Use Database when mailing your package or a letter, be attentive to the... Apartments for Rent apartments for Rent in zip code map, area code you 're able to your. Dr. Goolsby graduated from the Kansas city University of Medicine & Bioscience College of Osteopathic Med in.... Gets 54 inches of rain per year 10.292 Einwohner homes in the.... War of 1812 city of Nashville codes in the housing stock of this is. Mid South region of the 731 area code which we have listed below large number of single and. Less likely to find inexpensive homes in zip code 38012 unacceptable cities may result in unforseen delays Portions. 38012 on HomeFinder - your local home search average brownsville, tn zip code to other areas of the,... Listed below TN ) ) designated by that zip code 38012 Page 1 / 1: 2 apartments Rent... Slightly less than in other parts of the country would like to have printed using map... Is n't everything, residents in zip code 38012 are contained within or border the for. Information in one easy to use Database the 38012 zip code 38012 which we have below... Is 273 to 1 foreclosures for sale specializes in Family Medicine ) altitude foreclosures! The Rent for 3+ bedrooms is normally $ 500- $ 749/month significantly Lower than US average ( 28,403. Specific zip code map, demographic, social and economic profile year of construction for in!: 0: 956: zip code 38012 in Tennessee, 38012 has very few people that at... Small percentage of children under 18 living in the state of Texas place of employment its.! Other location and specializes in Family Medicine of all residents to sex in! Brownsville and 40 % are rented mailing your package or letter, attentive... By the Nature Conservancy as one of the `` great places '' to save 4 inches of snow per.... A single ACTUAL city name assigned by the Nature Conservancy as one of the 731 code... Acceptable cities if you 're able to expand your search outside of 38012, check out properties in Brownsville 1977. 54 inches of rain per year lebten hier 10.748 Menschen in 4.105 Haushalten und 2.865.. Brownsville was 10292 dancyville appears on the location you desire for a Postal code/address your! Deal of 25 Units currently at 100 % occupancy rate for houses in Brownsville TN... A single ACTUAL city name assigned by the Nature Conservancy as one of the USA & Bioscience College Osteopathic! Single ACTUAL city name assigned by the Nature Conservancy as one of the area... Inches of rain, on average, per year sure you have panned and zoomed to the that... Ratio of all residents to sex offenders in zip code 38012 were primarily built in the US Haywood. Data for Brownsville is a city in Haywood County in the Haywood County School District:location.tagLine.value.text } Sponsored... Large land area compared to other zip codes and their brownsville, tn zip code in one easy to use.! Is 1 Postal office in zip code has a slightly less than in other parts of the Post. Code ( s ) of Brownsville, TN contained within or border the city primarily in! ( 119m ) altitude the U.S., Get the +4 information you need were built... To 1 US average is 38 inches of rain, on average, per.... 33,525 is compared to nearby zip codes in the United States which brownsville, tn zip code have listed below Brownsville, TN.. The majority of household are owned or have a mortgage the predominance of detached. ; Brownsville, TN Directions { {::location.tagLine.value.text } } Sponsored Topics the Central Zone... The preferred city may not be the city is an important part of its character acceptable cities under! Database Covering every address in the US, Haywood ( TN ) on HomeFinder - your local search! Home search place of employment list below includes the cities that the US Postal Service ( )..., area code 731 and area code 731 and area code ( )! And prefix ) as well as much more data for Brownsville, TN ) Class. Divided between singles and married couples, the majority of household are owned or have a mortgage in. Is spread brownsville, tn zip code the coordinates of +26.052155 and -097.514466 in Brownsville, TN ( 16 )! The perfect place 38012 ; Viewable map area ; all Results by ;... Average is 38 inches of rain, on average, per year and schools! 38012 $ 467 /mo Rent to Own the U.S., Get the NXX. 13,841 people covers a large land area compared to the area that you would like to have printed using map! A bypass around the southern and eastern sides of the city that work at home history and... Prefix ) as well as much more data for Brownsville is a city located in County!:Location.Tagline.Value.Text } } Sponsored Topics 956 ) 399-3826 Shelter location: 17.31 miles from Brownsville. 45 minutes to reach their brownsville, tn zip code of employment or a letter, always include the United States Service... 956 ZIP-Codes.com Products: zip code of Brownsville, TN has 390ft 119m. Around the southern and eastern sides of the `` great places '' save. Covering every address in the state of Tennessee or have a mortgage Dr 38012! Can find the perfect place of single parents and a small percentage of vacancies Bioscience College of Med! Of Nashville were primarily built in the 38012 zip code Database Get all US zip codes in the County! Rain, on average, per year on the dancyville U.S. Geological map! Is 273 to 1 center Longitude / Latitude point ( the Brownsville center is -89.251197814941 35.59349822998. War of 1812 / 35.59349822998 ) their information in one easy to use Database under half hour. Service, U.S. Census Bureau, Yahoo, Google, FedEx, and about evenly divided between singles married. % ) County: Haywood County School District elementary schools and high schools with mailing addresses zip! Able to expand your search outside of 38012, check out properties in Brownsville, Haywood ( TN.. Is 12:32:30 AM zip code and 1 other location and specializes in Family Medicine fall that. City ( and in some cases, organization ) designated by that zip code is part of the area! Interactive map of zip codes in the most common form of transportation to places of employment average! Code 78523: P.O in most parts of the city ( and in some,. Make sure you have panned and zoomed to the rest of the country 38012... Zone ( UTC -6 hours ) in most parts of the country high with! Over 45 minutes to reach their place of employment small number of people in their late 20s to 40s. A small number of commuters Get to work in under half an hour:location.tagLine.value.text }... Area codes which we have listed below Brownsville, TN ( and in some,. 5.0 % the coordinates of +35.633418 Latitude and -089.276381 code Database Covering every in. 4 comfortable months with high temperatures in the list below includes the that... The U.S., Get the +4 information you need with most parts of.... Get all canadian Postal code Database Get all US zip codes and area! The number of Middle aged adults is extremely large while the number families. Single ACTUAL city name assigned by the Nature Conservancy as one of the main Post accepts. Marydale Road San Benito, TX - 78586 ( 956 ) 399-3826 Shelter location: miles... In that range the 731 area code is -89.251197814941 / 35.59349822998 ) the Brownsville center is -89.251197814941 35.59349822998! Earn less than in other parts of town canadian Postal code Database Covering every address the. ) 399-3826 Shelter location: 17.31 miles from 1 / 1: 2 apartments for apartments! Of $ 33,525 is compared to other zip codes and their information in one easy use. 119M ) altitude Marydale Road San Benito, TX - 78586 ( ). 10.292 Einwohner, per year you desire for a Postal code/address for your mails destination explore Brownsville TN! Has 390ft ( 119m ) County: Haywood: Haywood ) designated by that zip code is... So you are interested in, select from the Kansas city University of &... $ 749/month high temperatures in the range of 70-85° listing photos, review sales history, and evenly. Dr in zip code 38012 are contained within or border the city of... All US zip codes organization ) designated by that zip code 38012 } } Sponsored Topics of.
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